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SUNMARY OF SIGNIFICANT RESULTS.
 
U 0 r The main problem associated with pre-processing involves the correct 
mi.1 selection of the technique and the most convenient scale. The scope of the 
pre-processing techniques used in this investigation was restricted to the 
.4 H A 0 M standard material from the EROS Data Center accompanied by some enlarging 
) .., - procedures and the use of the diazo process. After careful examination, the 
WH land use classification system outlined in U.S. Geological circular 671 has been 
o 	Zm . 4 accepted as the general framework for land use mapping in this investigation.
EonIA Investigation has shown that the most appropriate sampling strategy for this 
= =0 study is the stratified random technique. A viable sampling procedure,

OH H M a) together with a method for determining minimum number of sample points in order 
0ou: W to test the results of any interpretation are presented in the report. 
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BEST COPY FURNISHED US BY THE SPONSORING 
AGENCY. ALTHOUGH IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT CER-
TAIN PORTIONS ARE ILLEGIBLE, IT IS BEING RE-
LEASED IN THE INTEREST OF MAKING AVAILABLE 
AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE. 
4. 	 TEGIiNIQUE1 AVPLICABLE TO HUEAL LAXW UTS ' 'xrPING UING 
LANDSAT MSS 14AfERY 
4.1. INTRODUCTION
 
As mentioned in the previous chapter a detailed appraisal of the 
main stages of the production of small scale rural land use maps from 
LAIUDSAT IISS imagery is required before an adequate methodology can be 
devised. This is necessary as very few attempts have been made to bring 
together details of all the relevant stages needed in the overall produc­
tion using inexpensive and unsophisticated techniques. The general aim 
of this section i& to provide a review of techniques thaL have been 
used in relevant studies in order to select a range of appropriate 
techniques that can be evaluated an the field before formulating an 
overall methodology. The division into pre-processing, interpretation,
 
classification and ground truth have not been intended to be arbitrary 
as certain topics are common to several of them, e.g. scale and resolu­
tion. But it is thought that the divisions provide the most satisfactory 
format which permits an adequate consideration of all aspects of this 
type of mapping. The problem of overlapping topics has been alleviated 
by cross-referencing.
 
4. 1. PREPROOESSING 
4.2.1. General 
One of the first problems confronting the investigator involved
 
in small scale land use mapping from orbital imagery is the selection
 
of the most appropriate visual output of the digital data that has been
 
obtained from the LA1DSAT multi-spectral scanner. This means that he
 
should be aware of the range of standard pre-processed products ihich 
are available to him as well as the pre-processing techniques which he 
might be able to utilise in order to provide the best mauerials for 
the 	application of visual interpretation techniques.
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Pre-processing has been defined by Hepenius (1975) as "the 
processing or data handling with the purpose of re-arranging compres­
sing, simplifying, enhancing, etc. the datn prior to interpretation" 
and the braad scope of this definition has been accepted for the purpose
 
of this research. But, as one of the main aims of this research is
 
to consider relatively inexpensive and unsophisticated pre-processing 
and interpretation techniques, computer-based pre-processing techniques
 
utilising LANDSAT MSS digital data 17ill not be assessed. Detailed 
summaries of these nay be found in articles by Simonett (1974) and 
Stainer and Salerno (1975). Further Epecific examples of computer based 
pre-processing techniques may be obtained from Alien (1975); Anuta and 
fleDonald (1971); Hiall, Bayer and MaliLa (1974); Haralick and Shanmugan 
(1974); Langrebe (1972); Learner, Ileber and Uiegand (1975); EcDonald, Baver, 
Allen (1972); Ileber et at (1972); Ratti and Capozza (1974); Bressanin et 
al (1973). 
Pre-processed LM1DSAT MSS data can be purchased from EROS Data
 
Centre in a-number of different formats (see Table ) %ihch may be 
interpreted in standard form or may be used as the basis for further 
pre-processing by researchers. The scope of pre-processing techniques 
that have been employed by investigators is quite wide and ranges from
 
simple photographic enlargements to more sophisticated image enhancement
 
processes. However, the extent to which these techniques can be
 
utilised in operational land use mapping depends upon the objectives
 
of the survey, the finance and time available as well as the resolution
 
and scale limits imposed by the nature of the investigation.
 
Most of the techniques that have been used in this type of research
 
may be considered under the term image enhancement as most of the other
 
aspects stated in Hempenius' definition, viz re-arranging, compressing
 
Pa
 
LANDSAT 1ss rODUcTS AVAILABLE FROii EROS DATA'CENTRE
 
Aug. 1, 1975 
Image Size Scale Format 
7.2 inch 1:3,369,000 Film Positive for each spectral band 
9.2 inch 1.3,369,000 Film Negative for each spectral band 
7.3 inch i:1,000,000 Film Positive for each spectral band% 
7.3 Inch It:,O00,000 Film Negative for each spectral ban& 
.7.3 inch 1;1,000,000 Paper Print for each spectral bandk 
14.6 inch 1: 500,000 Paper Print for each spectral band": 
29.2 inch 1: 250,000 Paper Print for each spectral band'? 
*'	indicates that colour composites may be available
 
in that format
 
Computer Compatible Tapes (CCTs) are also available for purchase
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and simplifying are normnlly carried out by applying computer based 
techniques to the 1135 digital data. Image enhancement has been 
defined in a variety of ways but for this research it can be considered 
as "the various processes and techniques designed to render optical 
densities on the imagery more susceptible to interpretation" (Estes and 
Senger, 1974). Essentially, the image enhancement techniques that can 
be used to produce hard copies from LANDSAT IISS imagery may be 
classified into two broad gr-ups, viz. photographic and electronic. 
Relevcnt visual optical enhancement methods (e.f, photographic enhance­
ment techniques) will be discussed in the section dealing with 
interpretation techniques (see Section 4.3) Ps they are generally
 
used by researchers to enlarge or combine imagery visually rather than
 
to produce hard copies. Detailed discussions on image enhancement
 
procedures may be found in Simonett (197b), van Genderen (1975) and
 
Steiner and Salerno (1975).
 
4.2.2. Photographic Enhancement 
4.2.2.1. Enlargement 
The most commonly used image enhancement technique involves the
 
photographic enlargement of one or more of the four spectral bands of
 
the basic imagery acquired from Eros Data Centre (see Table ). These
 
enlargements may be produced in the form of positive or negative black
 
and white or colour film or paper prints at various scales and they
 
have been used in a variety of ways to assist in land use interpretation 
including mosaics, overlays, etc.. Also there has been an increasing
 
tendency to use transparencies in interpretation due to the level of
 
graininess which permits greater magnification than would be possible 
%rithpaper prints (Estes and Simonett, 1975; van Genderen, 1975). 
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The selection of the most appropriate scale that should be used 
in interpreting LANDSAT IS imagery has caused a great deal of concern
 
and various vietupoints have been discussed in a separate section (see
 
Section 4.7.4.).
 
4.2.2.2. Colour 
The production of colour composites in hard copy for specific 
purposes is relatigely expensive and investigators have tended to accept 
the EROS Data Centre false colour composites derived from bands 4, 5 
and 7 and presented in film positive or paper print form (Joyce, 1974) 
(see Chapter 4.3 - Selection of spectr-,l nds - for more details). 
Hobyever, one viable and economic alternative has been the use of the 
Diazo process which, although not a photograshic process in the strict 
sense, has the capability of producing single colour film trinsparencies
 
from black and 'hite positive images of selected spectral bands. The 
base is an optically clear, thin polyestec material ith high stability 
which is sensitised with a diazo coating. Development is achieved by 
passing the film through a dyeline machine. Details of the exposure 
procedure, etc. are described by Keates (1973). DLazo films are 
available commercially in a range of colours, e. red, magenta, yellow, 
orange, green, violet, blue, cyan, brotn. Oae the colour transparencies 
are developed they can then be super-imposed in any desired combinations 
to form a variety of false colour composites. Various researchers have 
acclaimed this technique. Hardy, Skaley and Phillips (1974) maintain 
that they have applied it successfully to produce high false colour 
images at scales up to 1:150,000 from LANDSAT imagery after balancing 
the density of the imagery through a step enlargement procedure from 
the initial 1:3,369,000 chip* Other aspects of their researbL has been 
considered in detail in Section 3.2.3.. Little and Scotney (1974) also 
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believe that the Diaro process has great potential but Viljoen and
 
Viljoen (1975) assert that the image definition is poorer than photo­
graphic composites (see Section 3.3.3.). After experimenting with
 
the process, the author agrees with the general conclusions of Hardy
 
et al and Little and Scotney. The main attraction of the Diazo pro­
cess is that it is cheap and that both the materials and the equip­
ment are used in drawing offices throughout the world and, after
 
experimentation researchers may find that it could be used to produce
 
satisfactory imagery that is comparable to the more expensive colour
 
composites available from EROS Data Centre. The use of colour
 
additive viewers has been considered under optical enhancement tech­
niques (see Section A.3.4.1.).
 
1.2.2.3. Density slicing
 
In this process special developing techniques are used to extract
 
and reproduce single grey levels (or slices) which could be used for
 
further investigation of the spectral responses from various types of
 
land use but the procedure is time-consuming and difficult (Simonett,
 
1974). However, special density slicing film has been made available
 
by several commercial firms and various researchers have investigated
 
their potentialities, e.g. Ran? and Schneider (1971) have considered
 
Agfa-contour film with normal photographs and have experimented with
 
it in association with Diazo film colour composites of the different
 
density slices. Dragg (1974) claims that LANIDSAT MSS imagery "because
 
of the uniformity of the data and small look-angle lends itself to
 
this relatively simple technique particularly in level areas" but did
 
not elaborate on its application.
 
4.2.2.4. Contrast printing
 
This is a commonly used pre-procossing technique that may be used
 
to make slight grey scale differences more detectable in visual inter­
pretation and has been applied to LANDSAT IISS imagery (Simonett, 1974).
 
Hardy, Shaley and Phillips (1374) have used this technique in their 
attempts to develop a 1-ow7 cost manual method of enhancing LA1DSAT M1S1 
imagery that could be u3ed in land use mapping.
 
4.9.2.5. Edge enhancement 
In this procedure q positive and negative ace superimposed,
 
slightly displaced and re-pbotographed. Edges at right angles to the 
direction of displacement will appear as Nzhite lines on the forz'ard 
edge and black lines on the trailing edge but other edges ill not be 
enhanced, Gimonett (197) discussed nethods of overcoaing the problem 
of directional enh'ncement by placing Eic positive and negitive on a 
rotating disc with an ezposuce light mounted off-axis above the diqo. 
This technique has b-aen u;ed in attempts to detect boundary cha.nges in 
land use. 
AA.2.6. Image addition 
One advantage of this system is its ability to assist interpreters 
in dctecting landscape changes. This ccn be achieved photographically 
by combining a positive transparency of r photograph t*ken at a 
particular time wtth a negative of a photograph of the same scene 
token at another time and printing a nev photograph through both. 
Areas of change are indicated by tight or dark tones whereas arear of 
no change will be medium gey. 
b.2.3. Electronic Image Enhancement Techniques 
These techniques which include micro-densitoractry, iso-denbitometry, 
electronic dodging and image quanti-ing uill not be conridered as the cost 
of equipment prohibits their use in this type of investigation Detailed 
discussions of the techniques may be found in articles by Simonett
 
(1974), van Genderen (1973, 1975), Steiner and Salerno (1975).
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1.9.4. Tmage qcalc
 
The problem of selecting the optim'a image scale is an important 
.,spect in the overall mapping procedure s it interacts with the resolu­
tion of the sensing syster4 and consequently effects the level of inter­
pretation. A compronise raust be reached biLLaVen the image resolution, 
the oper.'tional mapping sc-ale and the objectivoa of the study. U~ost 
inescigators using conzentional visual toabniques have tended to 
utili7e the standard pro-proceseed LAI;P)SAt 113S imagery dIhich has a 
paximumt scale of 1:2-0,000 available only a; an opaque print but the 
image resolution is i-Arhedly inferior to the prints and transparencies 
avotlable at 1:1,000,00. Further photographi enlargement leads to 
pernr im-ige resolution although various researchers have cloimed to have 
successfully used enlargaaents at much lcrger scales (Justice at al, 
197j, Ha.rdy et 31, 197'). 
Very little guidance sbout the most appropriate scales that should 
be considered xAth the vtrious types of LA IDSAT ISS imagery formats that 
can be used in land use mapping. Nunnally (197) comaented that "fee 
sttdies have been undertten which have attempted to evaluate the effects 
of scale and resolution on an interpreter's ability to identify different 
types of land use". He also claims that the results of those studies
 
that have been attempted have been inconclusive. Joyce (197A) noted that
 
although the scale of enlargement of LAITUSAT 1111 imagery can usually be 
determined by the scale of the available m-ip , it is also dependent upon 
the quality of the particular imager7 that has been selected and the
 
nature of the enhancement equipment available to the investigator. 
Hoiward (1974) claimed that there vas increasing evidence to shr-- that
 
with adequate ground cheo hing a range of discipline oriented them-tic 
maps could be prepared,at 1:250,000. 1oot subsequent reports have been
 
in the form of general statements rather than critical appraisals and
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little concrete assistance cnn be obtained from them. In this investiga­
tion the main image scales will be controlled by the available standard
 
formats of the LAINDSAT IM, iTauery, i.e. 1:3,359,000; 1:1,000,000;
 
1:500,000 and 1:250,000 although some evnlw'tion at slightly larger
 
scales will be attempted m Inly by visual optical enlargeant processes
 
(c.f. photographic enlargement).
 
4.%5. Resolution
 
In the interpretntion of alt remote sensor imagery the resolution
 
of the imnging system puts practicil constraints on the 'eturacy levels 
that may be obtained. UnFortunately, 'h. term has been gilen a wide 
variety of connotations by different reaearclers in a number of different 
contests (see Table ). Soma rzitars have clearly defined their use 
of the terin Keherens other have either nac stated the intended measuring 
or havme adopted a very loose definition vhtch occasionally misleads the 
render. Olson (1974 - article iritten in t969) has stated that "unfortunately 
resolution is one of the most misunderstood and misused qualities of the 
photographic system - at least by photographic interpreters". The 
situation has become even more uncert in since the advent of ocher more 
sophisticated remote sensing systems including multi-spectral scanners, 
and radar, It hascaused Estes and Sirtmnett (1975) to comment that 
"resolution is a comple- subject and the various methods used to measure 
resolution may not aluays properly ch4racterise the information content 
of the image". 
It is apparent that there are a number of different types of 
resolution that should be considered when using and describing the 
capabilities of orbital USS imagery. Their relative importance depends 
on the scale of the imagery and the nature of the survey in which the 
iragery is employed. The dominent aim of each type of resolution, however, 
is to maiimise the contrast between objects and their background. If 
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If very little contrnst e:ists then the objects become difficult to 
identify. The fallouinz types of resolution haze the m9ost effect on 
the contrast levels of LAflAT 113S iagcxry. Their definitions defini­
tions have been adapted from those proAded in Table 
1) 	Spectral resolution - the nauber and xuidth of spectral 
bands uithin -hich data is collected. Hence, the 
spectral resolution of LAnUSAVT U13S data is four broad 
bands. These band vidths and their reletive position 
along the clectroragnetLc spectrum :re shon in Figure 
and Table
 
2) Spatial resolution (or ground resolution) - the smallest
 
area on the ground, i.e. pL::el from thich the raulti­
spectral scanner c'n measure radiant energy. The spatial 
resolution of LANDSAT 11SS is 79 m by 79 n. 
3) 	 Image resolution - the ability of the entire ISS system 
to render a sharply defined Lango. This means the 
ability to record visually each pr+el on the recording
 
base. Horever, i. photographic ccp-ving or enlargement 
occurs, then photographic imjge resolution should also 
be considered and this is usually ezpressed in terms of 
lines per rn for a given photographic emulsion under 
given conditions. The combined effect is shoat in Table 
4) 	 Temporal resolution - the time period (usually expressed 
in days) between successire orbits over the ane- area, 
i.e. 	the time period bet-leen etch successi ; data 
acquisition of the same area. Temporal resolution is 
mainly affected b; aloud cover "nd the operating schedule 
of 	the recording status.
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Other types of resolition, e.g. therhnl resolution and intensity 
resolution, although relevant in other studies have relatively little 
importance in this type of investigation end, therefore, have not been 
included in the list of definitions. 
The 1ider range of spectral resolution available with LAIfDSAT UiSS 
imagery has certain acv~ntages and disadvantcgas when compared Trith con­
ventional black and rhite and colour aerial photographs and these 
aspects have been discusted In Section 4.1.3.. Besides the problaas 
of image and spatial resolution involved in the visual interpretation 
of the LfIDSAT 11S1 imagery (see Section 4.3.) they also affect the 
selection of the most appropriate sine of the carpling "point" in 
field surveys when trying to establish the accuracy level of interpreta­
tion. This problem has been considered in Section 4.5.2.4.. The high
 
frequency temporal resolution of the LAUDSAT system provides a mAjoc 
advantage in studies involving vegetation corer and further details of 
its use in this investigation have been provided in Section A.3.6.. 
4. 6. usnar 
The main problem associated with pre-processing involves the correct
 
selection of the technique and the most convenient scale and resolution
 
for the interpretation procedure that is considered to be the most
 
appropriate for the trsk in hand. This is particularly important when
 
using LANDSAT IISS imagery because the spectral responses displayed on
 
the blac and irhite and colour transparencies and opaque prints are 
relatively unfamiliar to interpreters and a great deal of uncertainty 
still enists over r-hich combination of scale and spectrrl bands give 
optimum visual interpretition conditions. Therefore, until more con­
clusive evaluations and descriptions of techniques have been published, 
the use of more refined pre-processing techniques may tend to cause more 
TABLE 
SOI= DEIHITION, 02 TYPZS 02 R2SGLUTICA UZ2D IN PRfhOTf SLNSING 
Rempenius (1975) p.8 Spectral resolution - the number of bands. In 
(confining his definitions addicion one should know the exact location of 
to multi-spectral remote the various bands cnd their width 
sensing) Intensity resolution - the number of levels in which 
the radiant energy i3 sampled
 
Spatial resolution - the area on the ground, i.e.
 
pi:el, from rhich the radiant energy is integrally 
we Lsured during the very short time that the
 
instantaneous field of view is directed to that
 
area
 
Temporal resolution - the number of days betwreen 
successive flights over the same area, if carried 
out contrnuoualy
 
Manual of ttemoto Sensing The ability of an entire remote sensor system, 
Glossary (1975) including lens, inteawa, display, exposure, 
p.2102 processing and ocher f£cLors3 to render a sharply 
defined image. It uay be expressed vs "line 
pairs per millimratre" or metres, or in many other
 
m-inners. In radar, resolution 	usually applies
 
to the effective "beam irldth" and "range" ideasure­
mant width, often defined as the half-po-or points. 
For infra-red line scanners the resolution may be
 
e-xpressed as the "instantaneous field of vie,". 
Resolution also may be expressed in terms of
 
"temperature" or other physical property being 
measured 
Estes and Seanger Th- ability of a remota sensing system to distinguish 
Glossary (1974) ignals that are close to each other spatially, 
temporally, or spectrally 
Ground resolution - the rainimum distance bet.reen two 
or more adjacent ttatures or the minimum size of a 
feature 'hichcan bc detected; usually Massured in 
conventional distance units, e.g. feet or inches 
Tm ge resolution - resolution expressed in terms of 
lines per millimetre for a given photographic
 
emulsion under given situations
 
Thermal resolution - image resolution expressed as a 
function of the ndnimram temperature difference 
between tiro objects or phenomena 
Thaman (1974) p.197 The smallest ground resolvable distance (G.R.D.); that 
is, the sire, lenth or area of the smllest object 
discernabla on an image, taking into account the 
difference in contrast ratio across an image 
10 2
Olson (1974) p.	 The ability of a photographic system (including lens,
 
filter, emulsion, e-:posuce and 	processing, as well 
as other factors) to record fine detail in a
 
dis tinguishable manner 
Estes and Simonett (1975) 	 The ability of a human observer to detect a changing
 
p.977 	 pattern consisting of parallel bars of alternating 
rcdiance (sea T ble ) 
lob
 
FABLE 
LAT'YAT lftC SITr! '"rOLUTITO 
(in metres/bar for Band b) 
Based on standard U... Air Force tri-bar resolution target 
(from fstea and Simonett, 1975) 
lRigh LoW 
Goncrast Gontrasc
 
,.cene Scene
 
MSS Output 44 97
 
Input to NASA Data Processing Facility 4 97
 
Bulk 
70 izi archival film 1 12­
70 um positive (3rd generation) -' 113 
9.5 inch positive (3rd generation) 57 136 
COT !1 97 
Precision 
9.5 inch positive (5th generation) 7) 184
 
OCT 'A 193
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problems vith interpretation instead of aidin- the identification of
 
object-. Arnold (1974) has been particulorly critical of the xay in 
-hich image enhncement procedures have been used and he his stated that 
"it does appear that these techniques hvre been employed on occasions in 
cases there they can offer little advanta3e and have apparently only been 
used becruse they arc currently fashionable. This is, of course, a 
criticirm of the e:perinenters and not the technilogy. Consequently 
the scope of the pro-processing techniques used in this investigatton
 
vill be restricted to standard pre-proces.ed n terial from EROS D1ita 
Centre accompanied by some enlarging proszduea as well as some inves­
tigatory uses of the dia-o process. There is no doubt that more 
e::perimntal worlk needs to be carried out to develop a methodolog,-y on 
the role and usefulness of image enhnac ant techniques in rural L'nd 
use surveys.
 
Y. 3. I1ITEPPRE'? 6TIOIT 
4.3.1. Introduction
 
Visual image interpretation has been defined as the act of
 
e::,mining photographs and/or images for the purpose of identifying
 
objects and phenomena 2nd judging their significance (Estes and Sinmonatt,
 
1975; Am. Sec. of Photogrcmmetry, 1950). Ho,',ever, the level of
 
interpretation of most remote sensor imagery, including LANDSAT 1152 
imagery, depends on the quality and nature of the imagery itself, the
 
type of interpretation techniques utilised, the enhancement facilities
 
available, the interpreter's specific and local knowiledge and his access 
to other relevant information, e.g. aerial photographs, publications, 
statistical data, etc.. In addition, the purpose of the investigation 
places constraints on the etent and nature of the interpretation 
procedure. 
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ConVentional pbotozraphic intarpreta-ion teclniquns have been used 
successfully Tith blacd: ind 7hit, LVI qtT ',I' imn zery of individu'l spectral 
binds and w7ith colour ca-;osices produzcd troa combinations of vorious 
spectral bonds. Thus, the identification of objects from LANDSA ICS 
imngcry has involved the use of one or more of the eleaents of image 
interpretition, d7, shape, size, cone and colour, texture, patLern, 
shado',T site, association and resolu,.ion. Tiheue aspects have bc a wall­
docTracuted in articles on the interpret tion o black and white and colour 
aerial photography, e.g. 01on (1973), Acvry (1970), "ILrandberg (M67), 
Allum (109), A.S.P. (190, 0)61). Pr,'j bl y3 the nost relevant and recent 
article dealing with in-erpretation techniruxr nd their opplication to a 
wide range of rcmoti -ensor imagery has bn prasented by Estes rnd 
Senge.r (1975). 
In land use studie5 iniolv-ng LANDIMAL iU* imagery there has bcon a 
wide divergence of ideas about which cohkin tion of imagery, scale, 
enhancement techniques snd other factors T;olld be best to adopt as the 
basi- for satisfactory vaunl interpretation, As a wide variety of 
approaches have been use'! it is ikortanc that Talny of the ideas nd 
o-inions should be brought together in order to establish a satisfactory 
base fromR uhich a frame-york can be forulatrt as part of the deielopmant 
of an overall methodology. The aspects will be considered under the 
following topics; the visual interpretation prozess, visual interpret tion 
aids&, selection of spectrAl bands, seasonaliLy or the use of multi-dtte 
imagery and the interpretcr's lnoviedge of the region being considered 
as well as his expertise in particular dircipllnes and his understanding
 
of the relevant remote sensing system. Althiough they are not necessarily 
independent, the separation into variou toics should permit a wider 
vic; of the problems associated with the establishment of a satisfactory 
interpretation system "hich could be adopted for use in land use mapping 
with LANDSAT IISS imagery. 
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4.3.1. The Visual tnterpretation Procestn 
The process of visual imnge interpretation is a comple:: multi-stage 
operation rhich various researchers hive attempted to e':plain by means of 
a series of stages or phases. lost of the c:planations have originated 
from thc study of the interpretation of bl-ccc cnd iuhfte aerial photographs 
but the overall approrches have application in the visual interpretation 
of other types of rcr ote sensing imigery.
 
One commonly accepted explanation offers scope for incorporqting 
into the description i m3thodology for produning tmill soenI land use 
naps from LAUOSAT hSS inagery. The initil stage has been described by 
v'riouc terms including the "observationltt stige (Spurt, 1973 - originally 
xrritten 1957) and th, "photo-rending" st-je (Vin:z, 1954; Strandbecg, 197; 
Benneman and Gelens, 19o9). It involves the detection or discovery of cn 
object on the imqgery from its backgrou d. This is very closely associated
 
with the recognition in uhich the ohject'- hapc, sire and other properties 
permit it to be recognised, "discovered" or tmasuredt in the physical 
or psychological sense. As mentioned pr .viously, detailed discussions of 
these properties (or elenats) may be found in most textbooks on
 
photo-interpretation. The most comprchcnsixe, recent statement appears
 
in A.S.P. (1975). Then, its identificntion by its coiamon ncme or sciencific
 
terminology. But, the level of detection, recognition and identification
 
depends on many factors including the physlc:,l characteristics of the
 
object itself, the resolution of the iaa-ery (see Section 4.2.5.), the
 
scale of the imagery (see Section And94.) . nl the background knowledge 
of the interpreter (sotntimes caled the "ceforence level"). Various 
aids, including image interpretation keys have been developed to assist
 
the interpreter during this stage (see Section 4.3.4.3.) but with the
 
interpretation of LANDSAT IISS imagery ind the Imagery produced by other
 
comparatively recent remote sensing technisu2s a much more detailed
 
Of~~~~~ 11A '-"Lwveou .1y 
laad 11 3UL1 of: a4 ;p1 iti" Ut. IL I 'yfLI j~ vdioL ttrirof ­
tn- inuerploter thugL -1u. wrurod -lt, ch cur'- ti phoLo­anon IF-rial 
erp, ,()..hcr ihe, 'I-1-j 1,ad to Che intu.pr&:tion of cpertain spectral 
b ndz -inach .. y pcoduzo d3iLcreL 12CAIILi uti C0n "Lhjtcd 1hL ancer­
pfzL Jter 0t oihec bad . 
tihc nlOu Ltags i-volva. the J.u,.-- r1ineltion o dilion of 
tli ideatificd olajcst whtnr:units on th tia-o logic il jI  
ihn lorc~nt o' ILa'ois -o h the roli-bility oiM &p-. dLxi .tJt.. 
,tur~c o ia bondr 1.Tis iq ' A 'j, Co0110 adl U, tCIL 
fLou c.i n n ,hich 1:1it pst..crna or ugi,,, :,a dccribd ud nrvnc-d 
into rriouW Lyp_:3 oa c i1,-ication -c. - -4.h their inLvldl .1 
oz 11gori:rion asoziiz 4 huds e iti codii.c -ioa. :i pcoblr Ltul 
a:lh -L '-s. 1 CLUL.or) 1ur'nc'bli$u..*: 3 1adIUC claz ,ifivc Lion 
A iC12 (or u-c '-i4h t,0 Y ; 3 inagor; x Ictu ;d in Section. 
Phi procQ3; oZ vitual iniocprecirio,, i bsicily a doductii 
procona in cihicl~di iC.s1Uate, proL'r 1 -Louj Chde Obove 3ta'e 
by ...,ciously or uneont ziouly uzin- ZxLo-n co.m)in tions oC the eleaznts 
U. i-1.3o inlarprettiho. eha .ility to in ororate thesc ca1ac. 
t0a)2nda to a large c.-Lcut on the specific ad regional 1:no'Tledgo oC the 
tnLrpreter (see Section '. m 'noplemented by vrrion3I.5.) "imch ny b. 
typos of collaterfl it terit l (see Oecttoi .t5). flo-ever, .ith 
S11,3 iiia-ery ,oma cf' the eclrmncs dszlin in inportance duc Lo 
re-olution and 'cale Ecccors and colour or *.on.- become tha most do'anint 
eba:nt. (see CIcctLon '..S). Also, tha ft of inttraing th2 
inforantion Cron the fon): tpectral bando is e :LrCmJ1y difficult by 
vt-iil msans (van Ginderca, t975). folou, c, 12o ites produced fro t 
thrac of the four spactr1l b-,nds Lend to 1l1riaiti the probla but 
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further incerpretation peobllems are introduced by Lie false colour 
nature of the imagery (see Saction ' .. 2.). 
Although the various uLages of conhentional photographic inter­
pretation may be f 'iroed in the interpretation of LANDsAT w S imagery, 
the nature of the physical and psychological processes wzill differ. 
Consequently, care should be ezercised at each stage in order to dater­
mine whether accurate interpretation is, in Cact, being carried out. 
4.3.3. Selection of Spectral Bands
 
Unlike conzentional black and uhite anriil photography, the pro­
ble of selecting the rppropriate data basa fro a range of spectral 
bands of pre-processed LAU/DSAT IGS imsgery po es3 difficulties. The 
major tas: is to choose the best spectral band or combinauion oE bands 
for a particular tas!h as cartain bands are inr2 appropriate for incer­
preting features then othrcs and this ha , lcl to a certain ainount of 
disagreement amongst. investigators. 
The official EtOS DVta Centre broc1Iurc lists s-Me details about 
the main uses of each spetral band:-
Band 4 The groan band 0.5 to 0..) Acroztres, emphasises 
movement of sediment laden vater and delineates 
areas of shalloz wrater, _,uch a shoals, reefs, etc. 
Band 5 The red band 0.6 to 0.7 nicom~trehr emphasises 
cultural features. This band gives the best
 
general purpose vies o the earth's surface 
Band 6 	 The neaw infrared band 0.7 to 0.3 micrometres,
 
emphasises vegetation, th 4 boundary between land 
and tiater and land forms 
Band 7 	 The second near infrared band 0.3 to 1.1 micro­
metres provides the best penetration of
 
atmospheric have and also ephasises vegeta­
tion, the boundary betueen lrnd nnd rater, and 
landforms 
Howard (1974) had diagrammatically shown ho the spectral reflectnce 
curves of several natural surfaces associ ted -ith land use studies 
( 2- 1i. ). Ca .. bl-?: al hjti ii _,-ry ;hn Luwn.rccj -ith hizh 
'ttLlr ' ,.g.i1 healthy -cg-: 2. b a 1 7 tould br- na flyin 
hidt rh zre= tit m t rcflztncc C'ie 1 LLer ;urf -eno in baLnd 7 
rould L! Ozo-n t; blad;. TI- problmr1--roci-tad with interpret w(:ion 
bAsel on ton LlIc]r*'t- on the ery b nviden1. 'u14i ft " e-'.a 
IL L lilarc c surw. 'z Si T2 zitila tQcLr tl roflectncia r-ititn L 
b rid. -or cx. Aett in b ui'1 t hic-,ty 1_1'e LC'-at- LUi .,ad -ter ccs 
gi-v.- JJilir roCle, nec tlu-z. Tla ; p oi% - L i,, also ob'Aous in b md A 
her he Ithy gr ca Jc;C'C ion, d) to -A Ld Ilr "r V l 
rafl.ct aces in the :hortcc :avu lcng± z_,zua but :hn &croodi in Lfle 
lon-rL -,va length pord,.on o" the bind. aM 1, on thw.oth r h a2, showa 
Lht ,lic 'i:: aurf,.c2 inlie cod in the 01 "z -, 1ic -7Adar ,cplr, lon ia 
:rteet n.e -nd, ch.c'e, , ;hould zh3 -,-c ,.sc g-c Ae v xin oa on 
Lh!. blact: ld 1'iMA iezi2 xy. \ recant, 12, iLd dicussion of tht3 
rGeloctnCe cherrmctCricLin of cro mll 10,oil ha- be;n pcescrted by 
ut a1 (1)75). 
I air ilvrxstiba-ol:o; as octated 'Ai L-uI uze studio; bel:a.c tht 
b iL1 5 md 7 ,re the o-t useful bnds (di agredo ond Calinms, 1973; 
_1 e cL Al, t074, "in, _nd 3lair -'-in;, 1)7'; In @zsnga, 1973). Jum.,1 
,t 11 (197,) consitd'r thaL .he moat n;'-,-l b md for erosion and I nd Use 
studios was band 5 Collo c by 6, 7 and ' ;i; over, Pcter-on (1975) -tates 
hint bAnd C 'as recoi:'-aded to hin by cc; e-.nttive o.- EROS D Li 
GCntra G the best for Ind use naipping nid £cer in7estigation h2 concurs. 
An incrca~ing nUlber of investigators zl'intain thaL colouz cc;.±ositcs 
o fer "reater scope for £Ltarprem-inron th-n ;;ha blac: -n- -hiLe iut,3 ry. 
The colour composites arc normally produed brj exposing three of the four 
blaic: .nt white bands (uwally 4, 5 caJ 7) oe ch 3axn afen thlroi,l, 1jf­
teent filtera onto colotr Cilu. Howav r, dtma o cha fLlse colour nature 
16a
 
Graph shorins spectral ch,nctcristics
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0' the proct- , .w.ouK n ob'i: pp-'r iFr xcnC iml this po'vw -pacific 
ince~r.re*:ot'1ica Iobt- n ad insv iZ,or ro roquicd to rdu-cuO ACuicing 
C-5 c..t' in co_ letcly 11- - *...iour tL a --ouLi encounter in fat 
cotrnu±v vic in,,. Ior cu?_ ,le, he-thy ee.a rct Lion ppe.,rs a3 b13ight 
red; cle r ater ipe.h ri ni : a" atorblac- o1 d 1; '1 
ii lit liu' culoui-. 
J wpito the Uit41t Lion, i 2 o;ed by L ltt l1accolouc n tu.:e o; the 
colour co:,±oZite, i 1ny in 10 LixAor I ' I ',tud hea esier to uwc than 
5i e;h ad wti L'eIND 2 ' i.. 31.IY latI ILI,. It-. t1M (.Ajn> ;, 114 
v-n dca Zro&':, 1)7 ; try, I)7S; Al 1, 17J7; 'ltice, 1f7'.) \1-o 
Joyce (11)74) in his L' . cy OC into.rpr . 0 La n-niqueo daptod i land 
ue rnn- ',tCh L '.i ..ge-' -t wed ,1' T. r ci-tck_4 
rc;'tltnv x b2n= o'J. La A 1?i xntcrrn,,a e- C0olou:v conotItLC. V1oa'rd 
asuer-t :4 "the _ 5;rj(I 57,') tt nv no _lonbt £110 Colour ill t 
r;C 1e of 1:i,0O3,0JJ -n qutczer cnd ].- ,cdiousth-n blc. onad itUe 
ii±2307 ,t th --,-i -c lo" nl he alsD b Ai"-l thit ore data could be 
obtinad Ero colour u-co i:ea. M,izo. - -A 2 - titc_ nt hc." b-n partly 
ste,, tont, rriad out clia c oi..: neiated by c on %vAti interpretnbility 
t \3 rh0 2sourc, pec7lnat ti P r p1v) .ozrahphic i-a"gry al 
I,' U-4 indic.Lc2 that ilthouh T 1)0_.A colour inf" rcd?WMX' imagery 
photozraphic im- gery r ifed hi hant in o ,% 11 tint :eprct tbility, LITO ",T 
colour cornosito inata- r n':ed sccond h:; oa: 2 1 0 B colul , 
, 10 Atblack L'hite mld I1I) "V bad 7 iia-gaey (I's to ; dnd jalrared 
fiLfnett, 1975). 
The projection o' htroa .d -,Iii" thre,2hi c': i band-, throw, h Jit­
fcrunt Mitters onto colour filr to fora i,ol,,ut comooit, produee: a much 
bra>-dor r n,1c of vicual -tinuli in the Cor.a Oa colour differenco. This 
perats a rnre detailed inllysis than 'Ito -I by the 15 -;tops of the grey 
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scale on each of the standzrd blck and hite images of each spectral
 
band. Various researchers have used an intermediate stage between the 
use of black and white iw2ges and colour composites by considering two 
bands using an additive colour vieWer or magntfying stereoscopes with 
varying results (Carlson, 1974; Bale and Bourden, 1973; van Genderen, 
1974). Further covbi-natkons have been achieved in additive colour
 
viezers by increasing the number of bands and the colours of the
 
filters (other details of this process are provided in Section 4.3.4.2.).
 
Another type of colour composite has been produced using the Dia-o pro­
cess rith black and white I13S imagery. his technique has been in more
 
detail in Section 4.?.2.2. and further enhancemont could be achieved
 
by using equi-density film (Nielson, 1979).
 
rolour is a property of an area and it is this characteristic in
 
association with the areal recording nature of the multi-spectral scanner
 
vhich gives the LANDSAT 1tCS colour composites certain advantages in the
 
identification of land use patterns (Hempenius, 1975). As the scale
 
of the imagery decreases, the relative importance of the normal range of
 
interpretation elements changes and colour becomea more important.
 
Tharman (1974) states that "as resolution becomes progressively poorer,
 
the information content of an image decreases. As resolution decreases,
 
size, shape and pattern, shadow and texture decrease in importance as
 
interpretative tools until a point is reached where resolution (spatial)
 
is so poor that only tone and hue can be used as interpretatLve tools".
 
Therefore, changes in colour between areas due to different levels of
 
spectral reflectance tend to provide the main element for identifying
 
land use types on LANDSAT IISS imagery. But.*i the colour difference
 
between two different categories is only slight, then interpretation
 
becomes more difficult. Consequentlyo the interpreter may seek alternative
 
c~ ~ o gi,:ja acb i1kl 2 '' nthorTv t in, * 1t.~vz'Vor 
6mMbyl trnfinr t-1 1 I,1O-A 0,trj,- j in -olprAr~ -.n tbn! tni-rrpratinq 
or the Ealc colour pr ceas .-nd oLhsr calmi-cd ngery. Very c'rcful 
interpretition of the Inn ,'uIil colour- cre t-d b-; the enh-nc,=c : 
technicuc; i-s required -tnA this difficulty c a be partly overcoms if the 
interpreter has a baZh reference level tth 3i-'rd to th- vegetr ion 
and 'gricultural practices of the region ds well as an understanding of 
the enhancement techniques (see Section '.1. .). Finally, if the 
differences in colou bi:ecn the lnmI in c cqories c.-nnot be 
idoncified eati 3factortly thca Lhe cl- 331i cion ,ystea iniot be 
modif. 21. 
'.3.4. Visul Tn.erwpretcaion Aid; 
4.3.4.1. Introduction
 
aesides the variouJ phouo.raphic -,nl eltronic pre-processixn;
 
teahniqu -a Lhau narc dcu.u4eJ inl 3eCCioA '. L. cevtaln other metho13 can 
b.- ucl to .azuist in Lha int:rc:zocxon rt Ar nu.-gry and tlic!o c n be 
con-jidelfed under l11 uoltacCLi e ta-Ml " iu-;1 lxtu-rpretation aids". ?hey 
in-luic o2cic 1ieln.. .caui ctehnigue5, i -. interpreLcion T:cys Lad 
collt.eral infoLe .tion. 
.. 4.?. Visul optical eAbanu- 2at L-_zhniques 
Ihaes techniqu, inlude the naU of ioau ular flaglietirs ('itu, 
t1)74; Joyce, 1974; ig -i,. al, 197't, li, h - i:2olc 1 biao ulat -t: "l 
o,' iia~ of c--o peccr 1 b ud, wrinz .. r-o:cope cc produce ai 1 -g 
1d in; -t.ect ( an Gandaren 1974; il-i; o Ai, 197') sLreosCo'J 
u,.ili.tn- the tlzaiLod :cope Cor at ceocuj,: :a n uns (.ran 1;Laderen, 
197",; 11±aniua, 1974). Ucher inreatigaLons have used overhead-pro­
jecLorn, roar-Vie7' prolOeators (C720t -4 11, tfl'O, -Iero-filn re~d~r 
('al--;, 1?T7), idcro-fich± r!.oAtrs (Lrdy wi Tuc, 107',) 33 ia -dUde 
projectors (Howard, 1974) but problems of distortion whlen projected 
onto !creens has led to limitations iitheir uses. 
- -
bJin tiOir- -Itl al L Qc1lU2. Cal 2 1oor,x o ofcxrd 7 
D ,1 S3ydcri, V)7'; Tu Liee )7 ot al, llil'dgail ct ilt1 3-3rloa 197i; 
ct 1i, 1171). Li'V: :h ;-I zronic eolouc vic-wrt, Ahi-dhi , -yatw 
i" Jel ILI.-cunl~hL;u pen'i-chan ';ncional toihntqiir. -til 
oIrt, in 2 to Joyce (1)7) :1'ir uz b r a?liicsd to 'Ao- inir::xgitors 
pith Lt! ,par-ill s1ills anit qrul:nc a: ..1 -rhr- the ch'nca1nt 
nitqu a- ?ha LJL-fl vlv 11: - o[ o2tIC I li{ r IvJrO1OItL7 
cl .:':roaie \icr'r; .L- t,_ tb::y h21Y,e >t< r)coluLon Zp tlt, e 
flaiora Tri-ttnas; Jn! 7 !a_ %i ,:cionbut - cocaQu - • . .atur­
k- 1; difficult ao iJiv: Itc fur 11 iq lti'i~r 1,v::C 
itr-i ( a .r - ind-t clj )n:L IM)79). e,li-' , iely hih cost, 
.pteiol in-erprettion :ill' and thi A - ucin ,Lunc 2spect of optcal 
adIdit0ve vi-ier: coatrizenr rho basic Isi o Glhis incsotixation, !.2. to 
conider inezpcnsiv2 and un;ophistic. c1 tclchniques for producin% nll 
oeala rural lind-zze iaZiL from LA1D t vi- ,ery, they xlll nor b, 
c - alnd in dQlcth. Zurch r derails of b oflp-icI and alactroinei 
nMil t .e colour vie 'are cn be ob,ainl rc-s 2 Zt s and Saronett (1)7r). 
l.'3rc dot itt of their use in pho ozrM.1,hi iac:rpretation cn be tofril 
in '.I.P., 19 0; 19 ; Bi elo-, 1)5W6 COo -Ii, 1970. 
Hunnally (197') h2, bea concerad Tilt .he problera of tralntn 
inrvrpre:ser to use L'.!TD ' 3 irigery in I &t us.: studi-s and hi ITa 
.n 3- t:d that "on2 "y of iaiinitin te s -2CLs of 2 :prie,2e i C:O 
alt Iblish interpret'tion !:eys". But, Ir 'r z c-n b, ascertsin-A no 
iley li-re been developed to nsstqt thn vi-iml Interpret. tion of 7,TJ"1fl 
:nigeiy. Probably te mrsc co ,soa techninu2 th ,thas baan adoptcA ba 
-be. n the process of mniuing the interpreter frniliar ith the variou 
viiucl signatures on th3 imagery by Conpain,- them by mflns of trn-parcnt 
overlcys (Alesander )73). 
atd CiolCtr - UZ OIt 
. ii£, ,.e*ye&d.;oljtL-c A! intuJ°Lol 1~ g_,c tl thn . dat. 03" 
, %,rt 1 I%l~AL jJoitltJ .i-~au*: ... LJbJuu tL. x ion eh
 
>nci£g ttA ch iL C an, 1.1 MiL cle cCl .2 idectitictioa uE objiet
 
or pTlno1n7n2l on tli -7 t, i5 ir01,iiCy. ll 11-A7 OLIt ilaalnz 
t? e31 pI' C uhr., jtricntwo lhl;:nci: 2 or, 2.g.typ2 soils, v2e-ect ­
tion, IUnd U-, 3-.310,7, -c., Ca7ti5LiC '1 vlj2rtt,, Pu'JliC tioan 
and oeri I photo-rap -. DPtyIrId C in ,.ion o.' this Lype02 oC ma2t11211. 
c-a pxad vlu-blj b3,:l,zuad !-io c'y ith in Lun Iids Cte 
inc:prdt o an th fl tion oZ . c'I f'Litiition ;r.aI 
-< ;K.i CL -1 (;) ,'ar --o in, ,e du, 
C0112eCtd tIt the fl, 4 tollitA i but i-b, 2 pucfo- 4z tht ni rri­
ut±Ot1 it Lits bacg LolL i'iJrs, und l Lhic a r 1 -l.- UZ "rOUn,! trXtht" 
C tLiun"'a 
.,.,. £a,_,cpr ,..' R2fcrcace T, 1! 
En iny rcicle. de linLgz ,ith pioco-rTo)ic intCepreL-cion, th 
vughur hiwe cm=h si-1 cl- ioorttnc. - %z ltC:-yrouLd knoul~dz2 or 
r ' i. :g.. - loa.l of S tnuLjlccpraccr (/nkWi;unnoil, 1374; 3canna'i 
,id '3ions, 9 -9). Th " ha;a geasrally rj-±n vi to th pecZnic xll 
n'1 e-~VlrtL2e that the int'rpreter hr. Aruiod tichin cpcialted 
di-oiplinas, e.g. soil scirnee, bezct'ctoa , ace, gaoiorpholo r )nd 
th-c kno-yledge of tho rcsion beinz in; -ci I t-i. -athont this 1hao rlcdge, 
th,3 sopr, for recognition idcntifictioa al clasnification of vriou, 
objccca on the icagery i Huited. 
fhe level of incerpi taton of Lt-,o 't '-"I dca -Also dopcnd- on 
the reference level of tha interpreter nd i rviou- ivestigat6ta h,2/0 
di-cu'qed the rolat e inlporL'nce of V-nor'edza in specLalised dioriplines 
(in nonderon, 1979; Th rinn, 1974) as , :z-sienorail regional kno-rledga 
,,Ls t el.a, 1974; Little and Scotney, 1)7'). ith the intcrpretaodon 
o u'1-nlucfrc-,'t - A..iL~I 	 ,Lh - jor concern% 
iu.'cl'n 	 ihi- itd1nLiICC nun o" It ri ±I pLi. d. rcl Lion-i, '0 
iabil th kno-ylcdq:.. , , li.L11- .Lu.L. qu:t1,l ro-A 'o o th 
-oriciiiur 1 pi 'ciec. mU lic: VogeL- cion o; rejion should ben Jwo 
r_.t l for o0)Ci u, 1 - I tr Ciud 0 lo wl -3o , )7-; T,2(Bi 421 
1, l)7-). ChIc7 jrui-d rctrcncne level -iould bn zupple..nted by 
Q' III. eoltat~rr-l wtLrI I (Sce rela.'').Ho ,Ir , 1"uan. 117 
(1)7') hiz; o'preos-i coac-rn bout L' o lcobli ca:zouaterod by 
intrrpr ter- han a b, -a r InA to in- cr- land hie in one 
v -ion, ho xi Ue -',n -aed to in;7c- i lfj rc±±[ r2 ion'; ytT 
tuan-rJ1 I-1nd utce; '"2 el -i-fl thic- 1-1 -r o.-o- u1~ticxil b ic':,,,rond 
1 
, 
"tid ~f s ii 1I it . U Lr-2-F~ 	 % 1' 1 A)~a-	 '11i 
i-	 b2 a.cm~~qeni b'ic n0%. A- ittly':es. 
In addition th b-r'rrouad ll 	 Lheto o nroa-4:ne-r1 prool;, 
interpr I ;r -hild l-sr *k t2ild '.n 1.,1 - uI±±krt-jlin' of thc tctcrcm. 
cru,icion f iilty o' ;71. rciait- -na-in:. Nis is jnLrticuln'riy i. Qort-nt 
tich cb1 intaprot ,Aoa nC i1 I 1 1ln'Iy ,l't o o ir41 £ne:, - o.0o.b aq­
ttu oL 'paetrznI b os wl L ,re nV-ui uln to tIII interpreter (sce 
rootion ?,.1.3.). li' i n cr';z -io co o'umdn , Ie betL posA ble ur 
approprite so u 
clijved. lloevor, ual:n hs undertndy. tl nature of the variou' 
rpsctr 1 rerponses o,1ibi, d by ,ii Je-,ur ' :aabc their renro~cntw 
rh tost 	 i-lie Lli it Li fonntion tVTtraL.,iol i, 
nd 
tlud t u'riou; 'cal., on c&0 ntery ,i intirpretition 5kills, -,ll be 
limited even though hi3 sp, ific ind rezionil. '%owledze my be hizh. 
o -a r-ntly,l oin u-erprorLA r\WL i-nrtury 111awsin' to n1p1 lid 
nhould tdsally posiess a rcreronc levl i1-,i s ,phasizes regionil 
vruat t-i n rnd -grieiilrir 41 practices ,s -- 11 is a detniled k:nolecd-e of 
thr v riou3 environ- n-n! anrl pre-proc- -L pir-nt-'s that atEft the 
fon ition of the Ln-gery. 
4.3.6. Hlulti-date Tnigery (or Seasonality Effect) 
Another important technique that aids the interpretation of LANDSAT 
I219 imagery involves the utilisation of the relatively high temporil 
resolution of the system (see Section ,..o5o) Theoretically, it is 
possible with LAITDSAI I mid II to produce imagery of the same part of 
the earth's surface ever; 9 dlys but, in practice, the weather conditions
 
and operating procedures cn extend this quite considerably. IIo' ever, 
if imagery can be acquired so that the major seasonal effects of the 
vagetation are recorded, te task of interpreting rural land use can be 
simplified. Ideally, the iwgery acquisition should be "coupled i with 
the vegetation cycles oZ the vegetvtion of the area being studled (Istes 
and Simonett, 1975) but thin is very difficult to achieve. Lost 
researchers claim that colour 1103S imagery from at least two perr-it 
mx;ai um potential for idsotiriciti n (qtes5 c al, 1974; Place, 1)7'; 
Peterson, 1975; Justice et A-, 197,,). Also the dynamic nature of the 
vegetation permits scope Car other types of photographic enhanccaenr 
techniques, e.g. edge Cnhlnetmant to detezt bound'ry changes ,,nd drasity 
antlyses to detect ch.n-(, in crop patternd (sea Section t...). 
L USE CLA%1W211C:T 
A- discussed prcviously (ee SeCLiOu ), the problein qf 
developing a satisfactory L ad use classific ition bchzje has c,u2d con­
4. U. MID 'Y3tMi 
sLderable concern to -cua in :;Atigator', u-ing iiaagery obtained from 
orbital sensors (Ander5oa, 19715 Ilunnally, t17/; NASA, 1974) -hercas 
others have been content to develop ad hoc systems for particular oreas 
bein3 investigated (Rudd, [71; Parry, 1)71-). Ilost researchers agree 
that no single classific-ftion system can be devised that xould be suitable 
as a basis for all typea oj land use mapping. This is mainly due to a 
combination of factors incLuding the purpose of the map, the final mapping 
scale, the resolution and quality of the imwgery, regional characteristics,
 
adequate descriptions of categories and the m-ior land use factors that
 
should be included.
 
The need for a broad fromeork in order to bring some form of t 
rtandardisation betwreen the mapping progravmes by different organisa­
tions has been recognised in the United States and various attempt­
have been made to produce system- tuaitible for use with orbital 
imagery. Anderson (197t) outlined his idens by proposing two sy;stems 
for consideration by inccrested organisacions. lto:;ever, his 
opproach, based on fi:red o priori classiic itron' has not been accepted 
by all researchers as a -jticfactory solution. For exemple, Nunnally 
(1)74) and ilower (1971) prefer the inducti -a -pproach to land use clas­
sitication reco ended by Glawson and Stay;rt (1965) and Nunnally 
and Uitmer (1970) in diich the interpreter should interpret land u;! 
in as much detail as poz'ible writhin tne liaications inposed by the 
cile and resolution o' rho in-aery and then roup the used int o 
categories Taost approprl, te co his onn in142c!qation. Nlunnally believes 
that "±f basic closser -ere properly defined and adequately described, 
the original data could then be used effectively by others since al 
det-,il w7ould have beua pre:;erved". Ander on (1971) Pgreed -irh the 
uciticisra which was also prcacnted by Nunally and WiL ar (1970) that 
ias quite probable thac >po would noL be properly filled by usins­
pre-conceiv ed classific.cioa. But, he "sterted that an hiec hicil 
trrangement appropriate t - particular need for a land clawif ic,Lion 
rstem seemed to be ncce raiy in order to Cuidc the interpretation of 
remote sensor imagery. lie used the orgumnnt that the inductiie -pproach 
could lead to a misdirected end possibly etpnsiv e effort which may not 
be needed for a particular purpose. Consequently, in his initial 
attempts to produce satiifnctory guidelinesi for the preparation o' 
land use maps from orbital imagery at sccles raning from 1:250,000 
to 1:2,500,000, he oun lined two schemes for considaration (see Tables 
and ). The first schema was an atteMpt to devise a more activity 
oriented or functional categorization ihich 7ould be compatible with 
some of the classification systems that %werein widespread use. This
 
xcah. -as intended 'or u-e -ich orbital L-gcry in conjunction vith 
insormation obtained (roa ocher sources. The other schoaie -r, Andersont s 
idan for a clnssific'tt oIL -ystem that could be used over the whole of 
the United Stites. T. 11ne d-tcned si that little or no LU:plhT -,It ry 
infor ation iron other -ournce wis nccen-ry but it assutind that 
v: -,_Alcorr rurrozn:,"- ,,old be oefcztI Aily 'rod to idzntify 
0tx zt"y-orient, uso'. 20Uh;chem2z inrm e e-ainad to asec the rayiire­
nants of a -e at critr'ri. -hich Anrdrcn developed in order to -in a 
boLtor undrcs:-ndinz 0' rmcrnl probtan relnc:A to protlucin- e.&e-tive 
cl'ssificntion scbc _- j-or ute -,ith re'aotc '_or inagery 't srctale 
von-in frora 1:t50,00) to t:1,090,000. 
The bac!jround L . -ri by Pnder n onro 'i.I dl p'rt of th rr, 
Sov!: froIe Tnbich the Tn..- ='.,_n.y 'Leeria 'o:Mttr on LInd IT,-,, 
Tnrori ation ind Clarsific I iea lttckl'ted %o 1-nrtlop "a natucil ci­
ifVc-Ition ;ystem th - lD',., ,rv inot 0 d ftn ain1 be renepti I:o 1- b~th 
con entionnl source , nd r: nite 5ensorq on hl.'h-altitude oircraFr_ ad 
-tellite platfor, aid i bal -ould at th n,-n tine feor Ihe Jrrtrork 
iii o 7hich the cntojo.4iu o- i.ore detail-A ] nd-use studies by r:ional, 
!t ite, and ioe.l . gen'-i, , ovid b fiaccue ad y5rcgaccd upwl rd or 
11fl3e cacroljrod -_± ,r--u. le use at tb u- tion I ival". Pt &*,ttC3 
-"I cotrnoted of reproe-, Zq thn f-olotcnl oti froa 7 vcy tih 
UniL. d qtate2 lOepirtv, - o. nt riot, tlvp l-,tfna-, \eronutc- -Ind 
'p-'c Administration, rh,a -sAl onscrvrtkioa -,.Ace of the Uni' 1i 'cates 
Dfp 'rtment of Agrlcult °-, the %ssci irion of Lmcr-icnn Gcogr nher , and 
rlhe tntern2tional Geoc'r phical Union. Ttt -iork --as supported Ly 'lX. S.A. 
nd the Depirtment of Tnerior ind "is co-nrdhn~tei by tho U.'. Gmflogical 
Survry. The :teerln> i> -irtne accepted th b1qic prerie that £Cle:dble 
ltnd use classifiefioa 'h-oh ms hinhly d',Irabli in the Unitied States 
uthere for many year- dit. h~d been collectel andpendonrly nnr1 tith little 
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?ABLr 
SCHU2 I of Land U, tlassificatioa Qp3tca rroposed by 
S.R. Andercon, Pliotogrametric Engineering, 37,
 
", 379-337, (1)71)
 
A Tentat-tive Classification rchanm2 for Use prith )rbtjl Trupery ind lath Some 
7tippte ink try Tn'ocrmntioa -or J '.An- Lnd Ulz:. Y or tLa UnihcS cat l 'anging 
in Sc'lc from 1:9.50,000 to I:?,30),000 
(Thia -chlae asswa; avail-,bi ty of soaa 3upplc i~ ry information ril other 
uour'ce. 'fozot 1l covor torLncloy in prontathriL haro -ppliclblo.) 
I Resource rroduction and :-Zr otion 
1. %Xricultril 
(1) 	 Groi Produ tina C -o2 ] -md) (Ce:oplaad-hrrTsu' .3 o::cept for orelh xd, groves, and '41nqards; 
croplnd u- I al; for p"qtur-o -n, c-ropland not h'r7- -A and 
not pt3curcl)(,L) Trr7.S-tCq3 ;'oyroduation. 
(b) Non-Irrt 5 ,i i '-rop Production 
(')mnzi nd i (oc.rcI Ar1 -tcrd)*,u 
() .Arig;tod Vni; and Nut ttlciez 
(b) :Zoa- (Cri 1 ?4,51it nJ ;'u ,lci 
Ci T n I Cc11nwi ( 1y214'a1n) 
(Uu~tive gra:,c-, 'hrubs and bruthil ad including s2i-a bru h, 
,cdctcd i,-,u z n I &s~ioa. c A. u 2 I1LOLLhC 'n 
(2) 	 Li;estoct: P,'scnring (rastures) 
('&avn a !C0 antd Sc .. d ushlandall egtm1. 	 !ItcLc 
01. 3t) 
(1) N.on-go.T-----ri.J er, "'A-in- (Arid "oodl1and) 
(G2aelly C' li, tj coi;ltrc i ue -or uh),-r or 
product bi ; of v,Te roc - r Ar d prof-ecl ion, 
g nn T~ti,l.ii 1, -ad 1. .,'-Aul)(2) Lumbarinz and Iulp5r (soret T,nd) 
D. tainin- i . cv 
II Trr*n 'port~ 'on, 1ccamn. :ra ad IP-ilt: 
A. 	 Z oGring (Higlr ay-)
 
,. "ailro-dinz (nflro .1)
 
G. ?lying (Aitports)
 
1). o0ainic'jtion "a4 TTIill1; "ti':ny C ot&'ati'2n si'mTtm i.'i., )
 
lIT Urban Activities 
A, lrbaui'-ed Lxivlilhool- nz- (Urbanit-cd l,13) (ml)T dcfinttcn y.c 
detemined by the .re-u of the Cen-u,) 
(I) Industrial (inJtoca'ic- Lend) 
(9) 	omerc aI(eozrci A L id) 
(3) 	 tsOidcnit±l .i-ia I1 k-nd) 
(4) Other Livelilood (frher Land) 
fl. 	 t.hce Urban Li1iUi0lvo1 (o,har Urban I al). (lropulaicd pl c-,, 0, 
uore than 2,500 bit not includinz trb ,V r.I irels) 
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,'ablA (s.onc.) 
IV To-ms and Other Built-Up Li j;,ihood Are t- (Torm and Built-Up Land). 
(, ith a lo;rer areai li21c ;bhich is ideaanCi ble through 
lnterpr-tition.) 
V Recretional Activities 
A. louaL in ,-nc:-d (Thou ,. ins,)
B. r,-tcr OricaLed ("ater Bedies) 
VI Lo-7-1'ati ity lirc2 (Otjnr Ltad). (E:,nlwdinu 1. nd oE the5A types ca 
whkich land using act.ities are found.) 
A. T,o -m'Atiflty 11Irshinl Crtontdi (i1: hi'nd) 
B. Lo-Activity Tundr criented (rundra) 
0. 	 Tx,-'cl"t tytnxrcnv I nl h:tcnl , (3 Vzz T, nrd) inctluing I yr 
-
,£laus and mountain pcths above Liv r ljnz 
VII rlac.C Ujin Acti Aae. (r.i. Jodiea) 
2r5c 
0.u.' if o: j,.nd.ITs- 2. .,,tl ,I.t., 2&J, pAl)OiO .21 by 
j, 17,l,(17 
A Tent-,-i', i]hJ-'iC-ujt ic tfl . - ,a UAa..-, t& buc L.'"L1cla 
or No Sitplcn:n:ary Informntion Eor llaking Lind TT-- "ips Rngin; in :,cnle fr 
1(This 0v;- . lIt ?'t'ancV -uOptc'L.c 1W V,1%' Itf o't rZ ,LC,-1tclfhoa 
but the isa,)Liou is mada tha,. vezetcJl oycV Uj I- C:1 c,-n be effccti:,Jy used 
to ideart y ,4 ce -cti .yootc-ntd iimml) 
I A ric.ulitual ('4th no Ai ,Awt-tion ztte:-':1,:c t.cn croZiinct end ,r-,:,3rds, 
II Ga itI 
V iT* U pULl LtOA, 0 [.r I. I) II,~ sJitS,Vr'.-Uunly)C Li!Y' t 
VT M1*' a I&,d 'it<I. 
VII ,'-A,I . 1 (onl t i 'L, -tccr 'I- ,tc. , Jr- I 
1A&LCIII. l al, i.- +t &t.d.L :a,~ '1. .1 pi..I'C': A , i 1-, C 
VITT LEIt' 3 it, ,~'"2 0;' f 1i) ~r AAii- 1, iit: 'a bdLrr -n 1 nid .Auding 
cJo claszitied by n-e u -urrozatc- :n' in -rence s rccre',Ljon I) 
-1 " . UAi' ,,'ti )IciC .- cc- T 
± I ,- rjA. U V--------- a- It -- I-.- _l)1.
 
ft ~~ ~ ~' i.S~ cin ~ -' I '.x3 G '-' W.. 
1. 1 , u t * 
1.I _ y , ii .. d" -,.SC0 tiiL ,IL "I LJ - J ; i' t il, 
Li 112.d1K'r.it> ,t 1. tU,,b,"," , 

I-", £ L Of t , ,n.- i. i r I . l 7 n iro, i't , f 
I Ill'CeI t- I c.-'n- th IT A - r' I ) 
Li )V r~li ,_ i s'b V-.i, V2 O 1 '1 ,c.,.,, J . LOh", *L'.,:GC:-. '-,a= 

n ; . , h-1t A, 7I It A v 2L) ," -" 
on i. 1 ILI~ 
cnirut ly In ,. T I L , -. ,: d ,,c:', 
-- arr -at - - I' In 3IxI'I'C I..",n 
th,w'c :- -,-tc vm-Ttl .,lg 0 o ,' 'k 
I7y o.i 1 14e' ~te 11-7. I ' 1' .t' Syvc I ;I -r 
c pr t,ialosn i 1hi:.'-nit or3ni-itjiL' ml rae, 1 

tt(~ ~ i liL'2".W .V <t ChL ~ '_1
cic' 31t" -. L -I a 
1ia .1t, . . r L, 1 1 n r ;t1 1 1 1l' A l ,.tt <y 
tI7. ' 4 .1 ~'CIi 1, . i tn i: Irwe I -t ti .- orJt jr 1t 
lic-i I, c &ncrnjr 11 i J,t .tsic't ,t r a-cr 
do ttcr c eoh citegory 'Iv bby,- provided in thudLcfriptona o.,7 
ciri:tt. , The ctirty ! pect oi' land i;: i itrlfted in the thlr-t n4 
fouw alveis of c-t.,- r.ratfun but hi a no - 7,n aoncribed in do-, It.5 ',h 
becaue they were beyond the scope of the inre,'.iA1ation. ,econdl7, af,-r 
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classification levels were developed on the assumption that different
 
sensors could provide information for different levels of classifica­
tion (see Table ). The committee proposed.that, due to the
 
relatively small scale of the imagery, Level I could only proiide a 
general classification based major differences in land cover, whereas 
Level II, based on larger scale imagery and supplementary informa­
tion permitted the complexity of the system to be increased (see Table 
) in addition, the committee accepted the criteria suggested by 
Anderson (1971) (see Table ) and the system was designed to meet 
these requirements. 
The definitions for each of the categories in Level I and 11
 
were sub ,ected to testing and evaluation by the U.S. Geological Survey
 
in three regional projects, viz, the Central Atlantic Regional Ecological
 
Site (CARETS), the Phoenix Pilot Project, and Land Use iapping for the
 
Ozarks Regional Commission. Initial tested mainly involved imagery
 
obtained from high altitude flights but the system was later found to 
work satisfactorily when used ith satellite imagery. Other organisa­
tions have used the system (Garlson at al, 1974; Dornback and lcKain, 
1974; Hardy et al, 1975) and according to Lietrkc and Stevenson (19,) 
investigators have found that all Level I and IT cat egories with the 
exception of Level I. Institutional could be delineated. They also 
stated that investigators hava differed in the number of categories that 
they have been able to detect ranging from o Level I categories to 34 
categories including 7 Level 1, 16 Level II and 11 Level III. They also 
listed a number of land use categories which have been detected on 
LANDSAT imagery which were not included in U.S. Geological Survey 
Circular 671 (see Table ). Some of these categories have been 
included in the amended version of the classification (Anderson, 1974)
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TABLE
 
LAND USE CLASSIFICATION LEVELS
 
(from Anderson et al, (1971), U.S. Geological Survey Circular o7l)
 
Classification Level Source of Information 
I Satellite imagery, with very little supplemental 
information. Concerned with imagery obtained 
at scales of 1:250,000 or smaller 
Ii High altitude and satellite imagery combined 
with topographic maps. Concerned with imagery 
obtained at scales of 1:100,000 or smaller 
IIT ledium altitude remote sensing combined with 
detailed topographic maps and substantial 
amounts of supplemental information. Concerned 
with imagery obtained at scales at 1:40,000 
to 1:15,000 
IV Lou altitude imagery T7ith most of the information 
de':ived from supplemental sources. Concerned 
with large scale imagery 
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TABLE 
LAND USE CATEGORIES DETECTED 017 LMMSAT-1 TIUAGERY 
011CH ARE NOT IN LEVELS I AND ITI O CLASSIFICATIONS 
IN THE U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY CIRCULAR 671 
(from Lietzke, K.R. and Stevenson, r.A. (1974)) 
Mobile Homes Agricultural (plo'ied)
 
Parking Lots Agricultural (non-plowed) 
Unimproved Open Space (bare) fxtr'ctive (mines) 
Improved Open Space (irrigated) Extractive (tailing pipes) 
Unimproved Open Space (with trees) Extr etive (basins) 
Low Density Residential E:tractive (gravel pits) 
High Density Residential Sanitary Land Fill 
Developer Open Space (urban) tLnter (natural basin) 
Rural Open Land "Tater (e::cavated basin) 
Right-of-ays in Forest Wetlands (Northern Bogs) 
Rural Settlements fetlands (Southern Perennial) 
7Tooded rangeland TTetlands (Southern Seasonal) 
Soy beins Loy Income Residential 
Oorn Coastal trand 
E3xposed soil Coastal Salt Marsh 
Tlinter Ryegrass Coastal Sage
 
Stubble t loodl tnd Savannah 
High Density Single Family Piporian Vegetation 
Lou Density Single Family 
Mixed ultiple and Single Family
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(see Table ) but, as stated in the circular, the syntemvas designed 
to be flexible withln certain limits and, Lherefore, a particular 
organisation could modify it providing the recommended criteria were
 
met.
 
After careful examination of its development and structure cnd on
 
the basis that it is the only nationally accepted land use classifica­
tion system for use with remote sensor imi-ecy as well as the fact that 
it has been successfully tested, evaluated and implemented by many
 
U.S. organisation3, the system has been !ccopted as the general frame­
vork for land use cl ssification in thi, inie'tigation. Additionally, 
the system outlined in the U.S. Geological Circular 671 would probably 
be more acceptable to overseas organisations in an overall methodology 
for the production of land use maps rather than the inclusion of a 
completely new and virtually untried system. Phe U.S. system is quite 
fle-ible and should meet the needs of most countries an pro riding a 
general uorling frame-or from which a standardised land use classifica­
tion system could-be developed for the particular situation.
 
1.5. GROUND TRUTH Prnofou REs 
4.5.1. Introduction
 
The use of the tern "ground truth" in remote sensing has caused 
a certain amount of oontroversy. Some investigators including Ester 
(1974), Savigear et al (1975) have stated or inferred that it is quite 
adequate and they have not been concerned with interpretations of its 
literal meaning. On the other hand, other investigators, e.g. Lee 
at al (1975) have emphatically rejected the term in favour of '"grouad 
investigation" or "ground data t . They believe that "ground truth" is 
3argonistic and that it is a vague and misleading term which suggests
 
that "the truth may be found on the groun'l". For the purpose of this 
investigation ground truth has been accepted as a comonly adopted and 
generally understood term wich has been used to describe the fieldwork 
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associated 4ith the establisltaznt of a detailed record of the 
"on-the-ground" situation in order to validate the interpretation
 
of remote sensor imagery. This aspect has often been criticised by
 
researchers as the most neglected aspect of remote sensing investiga­
tions (Benson et al, 1971;
 
The amount and type of ground truth data rcquired usually depend
 
upon the nature of the project being undertek.en, the quality scale and
 
resolution of the imagery, the range of interpretation techniques, the
 
availability of supplaaentvy information including topographic 
maps, reports and statistical data. Thuucore, careful selection of 
the variables that should be investigated ,nd the extent of their 
measurement and/or description should be a major constdecation in any 
mapping programme based on rcmote sensor imagery. In this investiga­
tion the emphasis is placed on the collection of data in the operational 
-'ense rather than the more strictly controlled basic research approach
 
in which very detoiled measurements of suriace and sub/surface 
variables m y be tal:en at various stagts before, during and after the 
acquisition of the inigery in order to estbli-h environmental
 
parrmeters qhich significantly affect the in ge characteristics, e.g.
 
:urtis et al, 1974; flcDonald et al, 1973.
 
The data twill be used initially to ascercain whether the 
preliminary interpretation vas correct (i.e. whether the required 
accurrcy levels are attained) ond additionol information collected at 
the sample sites iill be used to determine reqsons for possible 
mis-interpretations and whether the classification system is satisfactory. 
Accordingly, the interpretation of image patterns covering comparatively 
large land surface areas on small scale imagery is the dominant problem 
instead of trying to establish the possible cusal relationships betw;een 
the various image responses and environmental factors as attempted in 
the more intensive ground truth studies. 
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As the major aim of this research is to present a methodology 
for the rapid production of 2mall scale lcnd use maps using unsophis­
ticated techniques, the nature of the variables to be observed and 
the development of an ojerall sampling procedure that rould permit 
quick collection and evaluation of data therefore forms an important 
stage in the investigation. But, in addition, the extent of the 
ground truth data collection is closely tied to the structure of the 
classification system uhich, if correctly established, has certain 
controlling requirements or criteria that tend to regulate the scope 
of the inquiry (see Table ). These criteria usually determine 
the accuracy levels to which imagery should be interpreted, the 
minimum sire of areal units and other aspects which can affect the 
nature of the overall ground truth procedure. Also, the majority of 
ground truth information in this type of investigation 'ill normally 
be collected after the LANDSAT ISS data has been recorded at the ground 
receiving station. This situation arises due to a combination of 
factors including the operating schedule of the receiving station, the 
data processing time, evaluation of the imagery for cloud cover and 
spectral qualities, ind delizery time. Consequently, the dynamic 
nature of the landscape, especially vegetation patterns must be taken 
into consideration when collecting ground truth data in this kind of
 
study. liost investigators recommend that iumgery from different
 
seasons should be used if possible so that a reasonable representation
 
of the spectral responses can be observed (see Section 4.3.6.). This 
means that, as well as the careful selection of Variables and the
 
most appropriate sampling procedure, the most suitable time or times
 
for field checking should be selected in order to avoid expensive and
 
time-consuming field surveys. A more dec iled discussion of seasonality
 
and its effects on interpretation is presented in the section on
 
Interpretation Techniques (see Section 4.3.).
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A.5o. Sampling rocedurea 
4.5.1.1. General 
Due to time and co-t factors it rould be virtually impossible, 
in the practical sense, to check completely each land use parcel 
throu hout any regioa, therefore, a ralid sampling procedure is 
required. Unfortunately, different viepointq and a certain amount 
of uncertainty exists about which approach is most appropriate and 
various researchers have attempted to provide satisfactory compromises 
between theoretical and practical demands. larapling techniques in 
land use surveys have ranged from $tm21: iTurth-South and 3ast-Iest 
traverses and the identification of doubtful points (Kriesman,
 
1969) to multi-stage strategies (Aldrick, 1971; Rehder, 1971).
 
Ducing recent years financial and tctior tl limitations combined 
with the problem of adequately representin important minor claszifica­
rioes in the areal sample have tended to focus the -,tcention of 
researchers involved in land use survcys tor.ards some form of 
stratified sampllng technique rather than a strictly random sma ple. 
The malor difference bet-ieen the two is that the areal sample space 
is divided into strata nd each strata is treated as a separate sub-universe 
in iihich siraple random sampling is employed. (Kelly, 1970). However, 
no complete description of appropriate stratified random sampling 
procedures applicable to this investigation can be located. Ilost 
researchers have stated that they have adopted a particular str tegy 
without fully describing the techniques adopted for selecting sample
 
sires, random sites, sire of sample sites and the criteria adopted
 
for accepting or rejecting the site:.
 
Zonneveld (1972) has strongly emphasised that random sampling
 
in land evaluation surveys tends to give .oo .-,jchprominence to the 
larger areas to the detriment of smaller areas which may be equally as 
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important as the larger areas. lie belieqse3 that the selection of points
 
within a fully homogeneous area as indicotod by interpreted patterns on 
the imagery should be rand-m rather than using an overall random sample. 
In a later article he states that 'tpure random sampling is only 
appropriate in pure scientific surveys of small areas, where nobody 
is waiting for the results, except the scientist, who is amusing himself 
and can afford to spend much time". (Zonnwveld, 1974). Ho'rever, he 
does not present an in-depth account of his technique and he does not 
give any indication of the number oC samle points required pith each 
category other than "the total number o- JLq&pls to be taken is then 
divided between these preliminary conmunities". 
In an attempt co evaluate land classification procedures using
 
simulated space photographs, Rudd (1971) considered that stratified 
random sampling Tas the rost appropriate. After interpretotion, Lhe 
area of each category was measured and the smallest category (in area) 
was allocated five sample points and the other categories tiere allotted 
sample points in proportion to their respectire -reaSo No reason wras 
given for adopting five sample points for the smallest area. 
Dudt and van der 7ea (1974) have di-cusaed the importance of ground 
chechs in the identification of rural land use by photo-interpretation 
in order to verify all non-identifiable and ambDiguous objects as well 
as sampling each category to check to accurecy of interpretation. ITo 
indication of sampling method or suggestions about the appropriate 
number of sampling sites was given but they did include some criteria 
for establishing interpretation accuracy including the 05-957. limiLs 
suggested by Anderson (1971). 
Stobbs (1963) has described how he used a random sampling technique 
to me.isure land use in flalawi In effect, iU is a stratified random 
sampling method because he actually stratified his region by using 
prescribed areas on individual aerial photographs and calcul ted the 
number of points to be sampled on each photograph by using a pre­
determined formul (see Tcble ). Although it is one of the few
 
published reports where the mathematical basis for determining the 
number of sampling points is adequately detailed, the design parameters
 
do not permit it to be used in this investigation. A similar sampling
 
approach utilising the same formula has baen carried out in Nigeria
 
by Alford at al (1974).
 
Ufulti-stage sampling procedures haie been used in studies
 
associated with the production of land use naps from LANDSAT imagery.
 
Usually, the interpretation of the land use patterns on the orbital
 
imagery becomes the first stratification in a nultL-tage design. This
 
is then accompanied by several stages of sub-sompling using low
 
and/or high altitude photography and/or ground data acquisition to
 
quichly and efficiently check land use interpretations. UnfortunaLely,
 
the )roblem of insufficient publ-ihed details about this type of sampling
 
design applied to visual techniques still e:ists. Poulton at al (1975)
 
in a revie; of synoptic resource inventories claimed that "methods and
 
sampling theories developed primarily in forestry (Langley, 1969) are
 
beginning to be applied successfully to various rangeland problems
 
(Driscoll and Francis, 1970; Johnson, 1973; Langley, 1974)". No further
 
details were provided and, unfortunately tuo of the last three 
references quoted by Poulton were personal cofmunications and the other 
could not be located. Therefore, specific details of their approaches 
would not be investigated. However, Aldrick (1971) has utilised Langley's 
extension of the theory of probability sampling to develop multi-stage 
sampling designs for timber mortality surveys and Natural Forest manage­
ment plan inventories in attempts to deterine gross volumes of timber 
from small scale imagery. But, the procedure is not directly applicable 
in this investigation as it involved larger scale imagery and was 
primarily designed to estimate timber volumes.
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DETELITUATIYlO 02 THE TOTAL IU'tMZR 02 .POWITS REQUIaED 
TO SAMPLE THE GO2WL:Th PHOTO Ol)Vir I, AN ECOLOGtCAL, 
OR ADMINISMRATIVE, UNIT IN MOfDC TO PROVIDE 
AREA ESTIIATES OF VARIOUS LAND USE CATEGORIES, 
T7UWDI£SELECTZD EfIOl LQIITS 
Croa SLobbs, A.A., 192, 
The 	Cartographic Journal, 5, 2, 107-110
 
U = 	 (100-r) . 38,400PXE 2 
N - the total number of samplins point 
P = 	the percentage of the total area of the ecological or
 
administrative unit occupied by the not critical land 
use 	category (in the first inscance, P is usually an 
estimate) msde on the safe side
 
31,100 = 	a constant based on Student's rt", taken at the 
95 per cent level of probability 
Z = 	the percentoge error iithin uhich results can be 
expected to fall in 95 per cent cases 
Thus, if the iost critical land use category covers some 5 
per cent of the total area of the unit, and the sampling 
error is to be no greater th n 5 per cent then substituting 
in the above formula, Tie get 
N = (100-5) X 3,,'00 
5x 	(5) 
= ?9,134
 
Thus, in this ezawple, if 1000 photos are involved the 
central portion of each photograph should be sampled by a 
templace having 29 randomly distributed points 
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in stvary, stratified rndom techniques have been gicatly
 
accepted as the most appropriate method of sampling in land use studies
 
using remote sensor imagery so that smaller ax as can be satisfactorily
 
represented. But the problem remains about ho- to select the best
 
sample for each category. Several alteinatize methods have been
 
used, e.g.
 
(1) 	stratify the region geometrically and then randomly select 
points within each or rectangle (Berry and Bfker, 1963). 
The number of points may be determined by utilising 
formulae (e.g. Stobbs, 19,3, Alford et al, 1974),
 
(2) stratify the region by interpreted land use categories
 
and then estimate the total number of sample points that 
could be visited due to the coqstrajnts imposed by time 
and money and then distribute them proportionally by
 
area 	(e.g. Zonneveld, 1974),
 
(3) 	stratify the region by interpreted land use and then 
allocate a cercain number of sample points to the 
category with the smallest area and then distribute 
sample points to the other Categories in proportion to
 
their areas (e.g. Rudd, 1971).
 
It is considered that the above methods do not provide sufficient
 
statistical justification for the allocation of sample points in each
 
category of rural land use utilizing LW1DSAT MSS imagery. Consequently,
 
a more detailed and more reliable method for determining the nost
 
appropriate (i.e. minimum) sample si'e should be ascertained. 
The method proposed by the author is eplained and ju tified in
 
the next session on ample Sire. It is this method which was adopted
 
for use in the ground truth phase of the project as descrived in
 
chapters and . The -writer gratefully acknowledges the assistance and 
guidance of Dr. A. Hay, Senior Lecturer in the Department of Geography,
 
University of Sheffield, in the formulation of the statistical sampling
 
methodology which the author has adapted for use in remote sensing studies.
 
4.5.1.9. Sample si a 
As one of the bisic objectives oC the present study is to mine a 
classification of rural lnd use on the basis of LANDSAT 111S imagery, 
the function of the ground truth survey in such an operational system 
is to utilire a sound jtatisticl sampling design which will test the 
correctness of the attribution by interprct-tion of specific sites to 
classes in the cInsaification. That is, for any sample point, it 
should be shon -'hether the remote sensing attribution to a class ithin 
the classificatioa is correct or in error. 
Some of the mnin aspects that nced s, be considered in such a 
remote sensing sampling design are:­
(i) the frequency thit any one lAnd us type (on the 
ground) is erroneously attributed to anolhcr cluss by the interpieter. 
For euzamile in Table 3/l5 of A is erroncously attributed to the 
other classes; 
(ii) the frgueny that the wrong land use (as observed on 
the ground) is erroneously included in ,,ny one class by the remote
 
sensing interpreterb For e:nmple in Table 5/17 of A attributions
 
are erroaeously interpreted;
 
(iii) the proportion of all land (as determined in the field)
 
that is mistakenly attributed by the interpret r. For example, in
 
Table "'51 of all attributions are incorrect; end
 
(iv) the deterrainition of whether the mistakes are random 
(so that overall proportions on approximately correct), or subject to
 
a persistent bias. For example, in Table is there a significant
 
tendency to rais-attribute land use 0 (on the around) to category A,
 
i.e. /I.? 
Thus the objeceize is to design a zo,%ling and statistical testing
 
procedure which will allou an approximate ansuer to each of these 
aspects. 
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TABLE
 
MATRIn SHO71IG HYPOTHETICAL NUMBERS 
OF SITES III ACTUAL P2TD IUTERPRETED 
LAUhD USZ CATEGO2-IZS 
LAND USE (on the ground) 
A B C Sum 
LAND USE 
(interpreted 
from 
inrgery) 
A 
B 
C 
12 
2 
1 
1 
19 
0 
4 
-
0 
1? 
17 
21 
13 
Sum 15 [-o 51 
In order to determine the optimum snaple sre, for a stratified -[ 
random smaple of a region which has been naIpped by remote sensing 
techniques, it is necessary to consider, first of all, one land use 
type or category (straum) which has been identified from the LAIDSAT 
inagery. A sample of x points in that land use type can then be
 
selected, and the number of errors (f) chec&.ed in the field.
 
TEf such a procedure adopts a very smr'l sample (e.g. x - 10), 
the nimber of errors x7ould normally 1lso be smill (e.g. f - 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 
Ho,'nver, the achievement of perfect results (i.e. f 0) in such a small 
neiple does not fiaply thac che method is error freea, as such a result may 
occur by chnnee in a situation where a substantial proportion of the 
land use clnssification -as in fact, erroneous. This point has seldom 
been appreciated by rainy image interpreters r'hen checkinz the accurscy 
of their remote sensing land use survey. Thi3 proportion of the 
interpretation which i- in error, would, ho,'rver, be identified in n 
tbery long run study, and is normally called P1. (or y as a decnsl 
fraction). The probabilicy of mnking no interpretation errors uhen 
taekin3 a sample of :,Croni a remote sensing based classification With 
rel errors having a probability - p is gizran by the binomial e:pansion 
(p + q) in which q - I - p. In the case of no errors in the inter­
pretation, the last term of the expansion ia the only one of interest 
(i.e. qx).
 
Table shows the probability of scoring no interpretation errors 
in samples of varying sizes taken from a population with a range of real 
error proportions q. Eramination of this table shows that no error 
sanple results can quite cosily arise in small samples even rhen the true 
by "optimum" sample si-c is meant the riiniiua number of points
 
that need to be checked in the field in order to meet a specifica-

Lion requirement of 97 accuracy, Especially for lot; cost, opera­
tional surveys, it is critical that a method of sampling is used
 
which is both reliable and fast (i.e. the method should enable the
 
executing body to meet the accuracy levels required in the
 
shortest possible time).
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error rate is high. Taking the connantionil probability level of 
95//5%, it is clear that the table can be dijided Into tuo parts by a 
'stepped' lina. Above and to the left of the line, the probabilities 
of obtaining error free sonple results are ton, even iuben true errors 
may be present in appretiiible numbers. Oa th other hand, below and 
to the right of the line, it is possible to identify the high probability 
that these error free results could have bean obtained except from a
 
method uhich xwas not truly error free. This shous thcv, if the 
permissible error rate in imaze interpretation is predetermined, for 
ermple, 35-90% as susgested b th U.. CIological Survey Circular ,071
 
(Anderson et al, 1972) or as required in an operational job apecifica-
Lion, the sample siie for each land use stvatui necessary for 35% 
interpretation atCurocy should be at least '0, and for a 90% accuracy, 
it should be at least 30. Thus, by u-ng this table, the ninimuii 
s-mple size required for checking Iny interprocation accuracy level can
 
be determined. It is a minimum because for any smaller sample size
 
even a "perfecrl7i.e. error free ground chcc:) result signifies very 
little. Tables and provida more detailed calculations of the
 
probabilities of scorin3 errors in samiple of varying sizes with
 
specified interpretatioa levels of 057 :nd 90 respectively.
 
Although strictly speaking a sample of che calculated size should
 
be selected for each land use classification type (or stratum), it is
 
recognized that soaee land use categories vill occupy such a small propor­
tion of the total area (e.g. reservoirs, salt lakes, small forests), that
 
such a sample size would be difficult to obtain. In such cases it is
 
normally feasible to visit each of these sites during the field check in
 
order to verify the accuracy of interpretation.
 
4.5.2.3. Sampling strategy
 
It has been demonstrated above that a minimum sample size of 30 is
 
necessary for each land use type in order to meet the U.S. Geological
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TABLE
 
PROBABILITY OF SC'MING NO ERROPS TTI SAMPLES 07 VARYTNG 313ES 
POPULATION t'TIT!1 A tING7 OF "tEAL ER0O r hOPOlTIOITS o? 
FROM k 
specified 
interpretation 
accuracy 
. 
.99 
. 95 
.90 
.05 
.80 
2 59 1.0 
0.1074 
151 
0.2051) 
0.0371. 
0.0351 
SA&PLE 
20i 
0.121 
0.023 
SIZE 
25! 
0.0712, 
0.017 
A0 
0.114. 
0.0'21: 
(5355__ 
0.1.61 
0.050 
0.12-5 
O.0143 
_ 
0.0994 
0.0037 
0.079 
0.0059 
0.5479 
0.O/'A 
.70 
.60 
.50 
0.lo8i 
0.0778 
0.0213 
0.0282 
__ 
I 
stepped line indicatac appro::imatc .05 level of ptobibtlity 
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TABLE 
PROBABILITY OF SCORING ERRORS IN SA!PLES OF VARYING SIZES FRO'M
 
A POPULATION TTITH REAL ERROR PrOPORTION OF 357
 
t.e. THE SPECIFIED i 1TZRPRETATION AOCUROY LEVEL IS 35%
 
~number of 
erors 
Sample 
size 
ereor: 0 1 2 3 4 5 
15 .037' 
90 .0333 .13A 
25 .0172 .0759 .1107 
30 .0176 .04,04 .1034, 
35 
10 
.003" .0909 .0M07 
.0365 
.1213 
.0313 
'5.09-00 .0510 .0903 
0r5 
50 
5S 
jO 
o5 
.0ql9 
.0139 
.0161 
.0/34 
.0275 
.11179 
.0731 
.054AI 
.036 ) 
&tepped line indicate: :ppro-dmaLe 
.95 level of proba;ility
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TABLE 
PROBABILIIY OF SCORING EfRO2S fI qA-lLES OF
 
VARYING SIZES MROM A POPULATION rTI REAL ERROR
 
PROPORTION u2 90%, i.e. THC SPECI IED
 
INTERPJR-TA'TC1 ACGURAGY LEVEL S 90
 
number 0 
errors
 
sape0 1 2 3
 
sir"e
 
15 .2059
 
20 .1216
 
25 .0713 .19)4
 
30 .04'% .1'13
 
35 .0'50 .097t
 
40 .0J57
 
45 .043. .1067 
50 .0?t .0779 
55 .0553 .1095 
1,0 .0Q93 .03%4 
,,5 .0636
 
70 .0470
 
mrcpe.l tne indic ttes appro-dmate 
.0 level of probability 
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Survey Circular 671 criterion of 90% interpretation accuracy in land
 
use surveys using remote sensor imagery. To locate these 30 points,
 
random point sampling %rithinland use type (or strata) can then be 
performed by sampling using random spatial coordinates. By this method,
 
each random point is attributed to the interpreted land use type in
 
which it falls until a sufficient number of points (30) has been
 
•chieved in al-I categories. Once one land use type has been sufficiently
 
sampled, further points that fail in that type may be ignored, Ailst 
the random sampling continues uhtil all types have 30 points w;ithin 
them. Normally, however, the land use types in which such discounted 
random points have fallen should be noted together rith thei location, 
in order to provide a larger sample size for each land use type. his 
allowJs sufficient reserve points to be collected in order to ensure 
adequate coverrge due to tuability to reich i pirticular site, as to 
other unforeseen problcus. 
This type of remoce sensing sampling strategy has the advantge 
that it could be easily adapced for use %rithmast other forms of remote 
sensing imagery as well as orbital. Thus the proposed sampling scrategy 
developed above and taested in the field (•.s described in chipters 
and ) provides a reliable frame-rork for testing the accuricy oE any 
raute sensing image interpretation-based X..nd use classificction using 
the minimum number of poin.: necessary, thereby saving tine and money 
if employed in operationl surveys ihere tight accuracy levels have to 
be guaranteed.
 
4,5.2.4. Si-e of sample point 
Obviously the term sarple "point" in this type of study is a 
misnomer because, even though the theoretical location of the sample site 
may be determined by the grid intersection, the practicalities of field
 
vork make it virtually it.toplable to locate and classify. Therefore, a 
selected area around the point must be considered snd its actual site 
will depend on the scale and resolution of the iagery, the map scale
 
and the purpose of study. Again, there appears to be little guidnece
 
in the published lIter~turc but it is generally accepted that the
 
quadrat should not be smaller than the ground resolution of the
 
system used. Consequently, in the case of LANDSAT 1158 imagery the size
 
of the objects in land use surveys should be greater than pixel sive,
 
i.e. greater than 79 m by 79 m.
 
Lietzke and Stevenson (1974) have reported that the "threshold of 
resolution is 10 acres (4.05 hedtares) for comprehensive land use mapping 
and 7 to 5 acres (M. to 2.03 hectares) for some specific categories". 
No mention of mapping of imagery scale Tias given but, on the basis of 
this information, the miniraum resolution, i.e. the smallest identifiable
 
land use pattern rYould be aai area equivalent to 200 m by 200 r or
 
approximately 6 times the area of a pixel.
 
Joyce (1974) stated that "the minimu-si'ed unit area deline-tion
 
of 10 acres (ij hectares) or larger is most commion" and refers to
 
research by Alexander (1973)0 Fjser and Bron (1973) and Hardy, 
Skaley and Phillips (1973). Consequently, it appears that the si-o of 
the sanple "point" should fall between the re olution thresh id ("00 m 
by 200 m) and the minL Lui si -e area thfL c n ie. mbe delineated, MOO 
by 400 m (1k4 hectares). Joyce did not state the scale but Hardy et al 
nentioned that "direct transfer may be made at ratios oE 1.050,000 and 
1.150,000 with map units of about 25 hectrres (500 m by 500 m) and 10 
hectares (100 m by 100 11) respectively for the purpose of this 
investigation a square of 950 m by 250 m has been adopted as the size
 
of the sample point. Ufore details on scale and resolution have been 
presented in Sections 4.2.4. and 4.2.5. respectively. 
4.5.3. Ground Data Acquisition
 
As mentioned previoucly the correct ielection of the variubles which
 
should be investigated in the fie d forms an important part of the overall 
ground truth procedure. The variables should represent the dominant 
factors that have affected the spectral nature of the image and the ­
extent to which they should be recorded in the field is mainly a function 
of the scale and resolution of the imagery, the classification system 
and the purpose of the study. 
The main variables that have been considered in small scale land
 
use surveys have included soil, bedrock, vegetation, surface morphology,
 
urban centres, 'ater surfaces, slope and aspect. But, the appropriate
 
level of measurement and/or description has not been adequately described
 
and most guidance can be obtained by examining the data acquisition 
sheets devised for land use mapping from aerial photographs, e.g. Benson 
at al, 1971, terrain analysis studies, e.g. iitchell, 1973, other 
closely related studies, e.g. Henderson'- ()75) investigation of the 
role of radar in land use irappin. or the more b-sic research oriented 
studies investigating LANOSAT USS imagery (e.g. Curtis and Hooper, 
1974). These sheets (see Appendix ), at least, give some idea of the 
level of description 't the particular scale that the researchers have
 
decided to investigate.
 
Small scale land us. surveys have had the constraints of the
 
classification system supear-imposed over the data collection techniques 
and this has controlled the extent to iybich data has been collected.
 
Therefore, if the broad outlines provided by the U.S. Geological Survey
 
Circular 671 are adopted then the variables should be neasured or
 
described in a hierachial manner to coincide with the various levels of
 
the classification schcma, e.g. Levels I to 4. This means that a 
satisfactory ground data sheet should be designed so that the informa­
tion can be collected at different levels of sophistication but TUth an
 
operational rather than a research bias. The extent and type of data
 
collection in the field are largely influenced by time and cost factors
 
and rigidly controlled observations uhich aid the verv detailed qnalyses
 
of spectral responses are not required.
 
The major factors to consider at Levels I and 9 are those twhich 
lead to the spectral responses on the imagery associated with broad 
categories of vegetation. These mainly include the distribution
 
patterns of the vegetation and the colour of vegetation and soil
 
associated with those patterns. Data may also be collected which
 
coincides with the U.S. Geological Survey Gircular 671, Levels 3 and
 
4. This permits the more specific identification of vegetation types
 
at the sample point and their use may not be obvious during inter­
pretation but the data may be helpful uhen trying to isolate resaonas 
for mis-interpretation. For example, the seasonal variation in some 
types of vegetation may Atally affect the response recorded on the 
imagery.
 
Other factors vhich affect the spectrnl responses should be
 
recorded, e.g. slope, vzuet-tion spacin, and "Leight, colour of surface. 
Provision should be made rot recording possible seasonal changes in
 
vegetation characteristics at different levels as well as possible
 
newT dtvulopment projects in the region uhich could cause discrep~ncies 
betwreen the imagery and the data collection. Ground level photographs
 
of the sites have been found useful in tss .ssing mis-interpretation. 
In addition, vertical iori I photographs have been used by variou3 
researchers as an alternntire method of establishing the accuracy of
 
their interpretation or orbital imagery (vian Genderen, 073; '>reet at 
al, 1974).
 
The stages in the preparation for data collection and the associated
 
field procedure trill be described in detnil in the next chapter.
 
4.5.4. Summaary 
The collection of information about selected variables at cn
 
appropriate level requires the development of an appropriate sampling
 
design and ground data collection procedure -rhichwill enable the rapid
 
collection of data to check the accuracy of interpretation and to help
 
isolate possible reasons for mis-interpretation. Basically, this
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necessitates the selection of an adequate sampling strategy, optimum
 
sample size, area of sample "points" and the development of an adequate
 
ground data collection form and traversing procedure.
 
Insestigation has shown that the most appropriate sampling 
strategy for this study is the stratified random techniques. H wever, 
no established method for determining the ideal number of sample 
points could be discovered and a special method has been developed to 
overcome this problem (see Section 4.5.5.9.). The Give of the sample 
"point" wrs established after considering the minimum mapping unit and 
image resolution (so- Section 4.5.2.4.). Detailed explanations of the 
application of these aspects in the operational sense and the develop­
mant ond use of a ground dtia acquisition :hlat mnd field trnversing 
routine are presented in Ghipter 5. 
G I=EIL SUIEJAUY 
The overall aim of this chapter h-s bezan to consider the ndin 
factors that affect the level of accuracy of the producUAon of sall 
sc'le land use naps froa LZqDA? 1135 data in rder to asseas the 
relevant approaches that have been utilised wi-hin a broad range of
 
remote sensing techniquc,. In Addition, it hla, brought together the
 
results of many research projects which hae focussed on specific
 
problems that are applic-ble ip the production of small scale land use 
maps. Consequently, the stwrtary of techniques has permitted the 
evaluation and elimination of some methods and it has also allo7cd some 
procedures to be adapted and newy ones to be developed so that the basis 
for a feasible methodology can be established. 
It appears that the major problems to be investigated revolve 
around the selection of the most appropriate imagery format and scale, 
visual interpretation procedures, the development of a satisfactory 
classification scheme cnd the cstablishbt nt of i viable sampling procedure 
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for testing the results of the interpretation as tell as locatins 
possible reasons for mis-interpretation. The next logical step, there­
fore, is to test the norit relevant techniques involved in each stage 
in the operational sense and Uuccia province, 'ouch East Spain was 
chosen as the most suitable location. The results of these investiga­
tions are described in the ne-t chapter. 
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